
Plate Tectonics
Cause, Effect and Evidence



Important Questions

❏ Do chunks of the earth’s crust really move? 

❏ How do these chunks really move? 

❏ What happens when they move away from each other? 

❏ What happens when they move towards each other? 

❏ What evidence do we have to explain these 
movements?



Plate Tectonic Theory

✓ Earth’s surface is divided into plates that move 
and interact with one another



Tectonic Plates
✓ Plates are rigid slabs of rock in the lithosphere, which include 

both crust and upper region of mantle

✓ The lithosphere includes both continental and oceanic crust

✓ The plates slide on a plastic layer of the upper mantle, called the 
asthenosphere



Divergent Plate Boundaries

❏ Tectonic plates are moving apart

❏ New crust/new lithosphere is created

❏ Associated with mid-ocean ridges, 
volcanism, earthquakes

Examples include: 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge
Pacific Rise (African Rift) 
Galapagos Islands



Divergent Plate Boundaries

◆ Most common on sea-floor, but often start under continents

The African rift valley and lake system 
will become an ocean at some point 
i



Convergent Plate Boundaries

❏ Plates are moving towards each other

❏ Associated with island arcs, volcanic arcs (Cascade 
Volcanoes, Sierra Volcanoes), mountain ranges, ocean 
trenches

❏ Old crust/lithosphere is recycled by melting

❏ Three types of convergent boundaries:
❏ Continental Crust – Oceanic Crust (subduction)
❏ Oceanic Crust – Oceanic Crust (subduction)
❏ Continental Crust – Continental Crust (collision)

Examples include: Andes; Himalayas; Ring of Fire; Marianas Trench



Oceanic – Continental Convergent

✧ More dense oceanic crust subducts below less dense continental 
crust

✧ Oceanic trench forms on oceanic plate

✧ Volcanic mountains – subducted lithosphere causes melting in the 
mantle which rises up



Oceanic – Oceanic Convergent
➢ More dense oceanic crust subducts below less dense 

oceanic crust

➢ Ocean trench forms towards subducting plate

➢ Volcanic island arc forms on non-subducting plate



Continental – Continental 
Convergent 

o Low density continental crust does not subduct

o Results in high, folded mountains with limited volcanism

o Alps and Himalaya mountains formed this way



Boundaries Change Over Time
❏ Convergent boundary between Eurasian and Indian plates starts 

as ocean-continent subduction

❏ Later becomes continent-continent collision



Transform Plate Boundaries
❏ plates are horizontally past each other 

❏ no crust is created or destroyed, it is only deformed or fractured.  

❏ Transform boundaries are characterized by long faults and shallow 
earthquakes

Examples include: San Andreas Fault, Dead Sea Fault



Mechanisms for Plate Tectonics – 
Convection

✓ Material moves from regions of high heat/low density to 
regions of low heat/high density

✓ In fluid or plastic material this creates convection currents

✓ Convection in the plastic mantle cause movement of the 
overlying plates



Mechanisms for Plate Tectonics – 
Sea Floor Spreading

❏ New ocean crust is formed at mid-ocean ridges and is 
destroyed at ocean trenches
❏ Convection forces magma into faults at ocean ridges, 

forming new ocean floor 
❏ As ocean floor expands, cold and dense sea floor is 

subducted and destroyed at trenches 
❏ Convection currents drag plates along by frictional 

interaction between mantle and crust 



Plate Tectonics – Evidence

In 1912, Alfred Wegener 
proposed Earth’s continents 
were once a supercontinent 
called Pangea that was 
separated by continental 
drift

Evidence:
➢ Based on geography of S. 

America and Africa
➢ Based on common fossils 

from same regions

Could not offer 
supportable explanation 
of mechanism



Plate Tectonics – Evidence
Age of Ocean Crust
❏ The ages of rock in ocean crust is variable
❏ Youngest oceanic crust is found at ridges
❏ Age of crust increases moving away from ridge
❏ Oldest oceanic crust is found at trenches

Red = youngest rock
Blue = oldest rock



Plate Tectonics – Evidence
Hot Spot Volcanoes and Plate Movement
✓ Areas of “intra-plate” (not at a plate boundary) volcanism
✓ Caused by plates moving over large magma plumes within 

mantle, creating islands
✓ Age of islands increase away from active site 



Plate Tectonics – Evidence

Paleomagnetism (Ancient 
Magnetism)
❖ Earth’s magnetic poles 

have often been reversed
❖ Magnetic minerals in rocks 

orient to the magnetic 
field at time the rocks 
form/solidify

❖ Magnetic patterns appear 
as alternating bands of 
normal and reversed 
magnetism that align with 
mid-ocean ridge

❖ Banding patterns are 
symmetrical on either side 
of mid-ocean ridge



Plate Tectonics in the Past
◆ Plate tectonics cause 

break-up of Pangea 
200 MY ago

◆ Subsequent plate 
movements produce 
current map



Plate Tectonics in the Future
o Continued plate movement might produce this map in 50 MY



Plate Tectonics – Past and Present

⬜ 650 MY of Plate Tectonics  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGcDed4xVD4 

⬜ 650 MY with different music  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bubUYPc0KRQ\

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGcDed4xVD4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGcDed4xVD4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bubUYPc0KRQ%5C
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